CABLE AND HOME THEATER PRODUCTS
MODEL#

RCA1000
With
Brackets

RCA3000
RCA3250
With
Brackets
AV3000
AV3250
With
Brackets
S2000
S2250
With
Brackets

SVIT200
SVIT225
With
Brackets

RCAVIT

DESCRIPTION/APPLICATION
The RCA1000 single channel Hum
Eliminator can be used to remove
Ground current induced video
interference such as “hum bars” and
eliminate any visible distortion and
improve picture quality. 75 Ohms

SIZE / PRICE

4.7 x 3.2 x 2.3
$110.00

3 channel Hum Eliminators for use
with any HDTV Analog (Y,PbPr or
RGB) ,Component, Y R-Y B-Y.
7.4 x 4.3 x 2.4
Enhances video quality and
$250.00
eliminates Hum bars. Helps to
reduce RF interference. 75 Ohms
Video Hum Eliminator & two
channel audio isolation transformers.
Can be used to solve any audio and
video hum or buzz problem. Can be
used with all VCR stereo audio and
composite video outputs.
The S2000 SVideo Hum Eliminator
can solve problems caused by
ground loops in home theater. Can
be used with any SVideo output
from a VCR or DVD. Standard
Svideo connectors wide bandwidths
and 75 ohms. S2250 supplied with
mounting brackets.
The SVIT200 is a true video
transformer. Can be used with any
SVideo output from a VCR or DVD.
Useful in any mobile home
application. Standard Svideo
connectors wide bandwidths and 75
ohms. Svit225 supplied with
mounting brackets
The RCAVIT is a true video
isolation transformer with
completely isolated primary and
secondary windings. It will improve
Video quality by isolating ground
currents in any video circuit
suffering from Ground loops. GOLD
connectors insure good connections.

7.4 x 4.3 x 2.4
$150.00

7.4 L
4.3 W
2.4 H
$135.00
7.4 L
4.3 W
2.4 H
$135.00

4.7 x 3.2 x 2.3
$110.00

CABLE AND HOME THEATER PRODUCTS
MODEL#

CATV1300

ISOCATV1

SURGE-SE1

ATI101

DESCRIPTION/APPLICATION
SIZE / PRICE
The CATV1300 Cable TV Ground
Loop Isolator will improve
Audio/Video quality by eliminating
60 Hz ground currents. Bandwidth
$60.00
covers VHF/FM/UHF/CATV
spectrum. Stops digital cable signal
degradation. GOLD connectors insure
good connections
The ISOCATV!1 is a true isolation
transformer for use with cable TV
systems to eliminate audio and video
noise and distortion and hum. Easy to
use and can be installed by anyone.
Male ,female connections, 75 ohms.
Useful on some satleite systems that
have independent video and power
connections.
This Surge protector is designed to
protect all your expensive audio and
video components from damage
caused by surges on your cable
system. Lighting strikes and
equipment malfunctions even miles
from your home can cause damaging
surges on your home cable system.
The AIT101 is a true two channel
audio isolation transformer. Can be
used to solve any audio hum or buzz
problem. Works with all VCR or
DVD stereo audio outputs. Works
great with computer sound cards and
in mobile installations too

$60.00

$25.00

$69.00

AES / EBU TRANSFORMER
PN
AES/EBUXLRM
MALE XLR
CONNECTOR

PN
AES/EBUXLRF
FEMALE XLR
CONNECTOR

Digital audio Transformer/Adapter converts
110 ohm balanced AES/EBU (XLR) TO 75
OHM UNBALANCED (BNC).

Their use allows for longer runs using 75
ohm unbalanced coaxial lines rather than
twisted pair cables that have high losses
in digital audio applications.
These adapters provide Impedance
matching between balanced 110 Ohms
and unbalanced 75 Ohms.
•
•
•

Transition of balanced / unbalanced
circuit (balun).
Electrical isolation
Reduction of hum and noise.

$60.00

$60.00

